Energy Harvesting: How We’ll Build the
Internet of Perpetual Things
Right now, we’re on the cusp of a technology revolution that
threatens to dwarf the scale of all Internet connectivity to date.
Gartner believes that by 2020, there will be roughly 26 billion
Internet-connected devices and they’ll be flush with sensors
to power wearables, industrial equipment, energy monitors,
telematics systems, home appliances and more.1
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The fact that nearly everything in the built environment,
including our automobiles, will be connected to the
Internet means that we’ll increasingly rely upon them
for information, service and even financial transactions.
In fact, the Internet of Things could not exist without
the wireless sensor networks that connect them.
Moreover, as we devise ways to minimize network power
requirements, physical size and reliability, we’ll even
trust embedding these networks in our bodies. However,
wireless sensor networks, like all electronic devices,
require power to operate and batteries have not kept
pace with the rapid evolution of the rest of the Internet
of Things technologies. That’s why energy harvesting
is becoming such an important part of the Internet of
Things ecosystem.
As Erik Brynjolfsson & Andrew McAfee point out in their
2014 book, The Second Machine Age, humanity is truly
on the cusp of a dramatically changing world thanks to
technology. Batteries have failed to keep pace.

“As Moore’s Law works over time on
processors, memory, sensors, and many
other elements of computer hardware
(a notable exception is batteries, which
haven’t improved their performance at an
exponential rate because they’re essentially
chemical devices, not digital ones), it does
more than just make computing devices
faster, cheaper, smaller, and lighter. It also
allows them to do things that previously
seemed out of reach.”
True to Moore’s Law, electronics continue to experience
dramatic performance increases while operating with
ultra low power requirements. Add in the powerconserving wireless connection protocols like IPV6 and
it means a better battery isn’t the only solution. Now,
many inexpensive wireless sensor networks require
only tiny amounts of power, opening the floodgates for

energy harvesting.2 The result? We’ll create affordable
energy harvesting-powered Internet of Things
networks everywhere, including inside our bodies.
Best of all, energy harvesting will free us from wires
as well as battery constraints and disposal. After all,
environmental and economic costs of changing and
maintaining batteries for portable devices continue to
drive adoption of energy harvesting technology. Even
more compelling, the largest forecasted growth in the
Internet of Things is for small devices that consume
microwatts to milliwatts of power, propelling the IoT
market to its full market potential.
Energy harvesting isn’t a new idea. We’ve known
about harvesting energy from light (photovoltaics)
since the 19th century when Alexandre-Edmond
Becquerel observed the photoelectric effect in 1839.3
Currently, the most common commercial ambient
energy harvesting sources that increasingly replace
or charge batteries include electrodynamics,
photovoltaics, piezoelectrics, radio frequency and
thermovoltaics.

How Energy Harvesting Technologies
Power the Internet of Things
Piezoelectric energy harvesting
Certain types of materials, including certain crystals, ceramics and even bone, DNA and some proteins accumulate
electric charge when mechanical stresses are applied. By manipulating this physical characteristic of certain materials,
it is possible to harness enough energy to power small wearable sensor-laden devices without the need for batteries.

PIEZOELECTRIC FLOOR TILES

Key Piezoelectric energy harvesting applications
Piezoelectric floor tiles
Specially designed tiles connected to the Internet not only scavenge kinetic energy generated by people’s footsteps in
high traffic areas like airports, malls and city walkways. They also use wireless communications to connect directly to
social media while using generated power for lighting and signage.4

Medical Devices

Car tire pressure sensors
Researchers at the American University of Cairo
developed energy harvesting technology to power a
wireless sensor network attached inside the tires to
continuously monitor the pressure and send alerts to a
driver’s smartphone.5

Futuristic energy harvesting tires

A flexible piezoelectric implant that
harnesses energy from the body’s
natural motions has been developed
by researchers in the US and China.
The team hopes that one day this type
of device will power medical implants.
Preliminary tests show promise that
this implant could harvest enough
energy from a beating heart to power
a cardiac pacemaker.7

Goodyear is working on an energy harvesting tire
concept that uses piezoelectrics to harvest energy from
the impact of the tires meeting the road during driving.
However, what makes this concept truly novel is that
it will also use thermoelectric and light harvesting
technologies to scavenge heat from the road and light
from the sun, even while parked.6

Thermoelectric energy harvesting
Materials that accumulate electric charge when there is a temperature difference across them (when one side is
warmer/cooler than the other) can produce a steady voltage across the material, which can be used to recharge
batteries or power low-energy devices.
Thermoelectric generators (TEGs) find an increasing number of applications as the proliferation of wireless sensor
networks are being deployed in situations where autonomous operation is required. Because TEGs don’t rely on
sunlight or movement and easily tolerate extreme temperatures, they’re perfect for powering wireless sensor networks
in hostile environments such as space. Nevertheless, they’re also useful for monitoring hostile, remote and extreme
earth-bound settings that employ smart metering or require structural monitoring.8

Radio Frequency
Energy Harvesting

Technology Convergence
Harvesting energy from the environment, solar or
otherwise, typically produces energy on the microwatt to
milliwatt scale -- not enough to power a smartphone but
plenty for some Internet of Things applications thanks
to the convergence of other key low-power innovations.
Recent innovations in companion technologies like
ultra low-power Wireless Sensor Networks, IoT-specific
network protocols and standards and low-power
integrated circuits mean that the microwatt scale of
energy produced through energy harvesting is now
enough to power some systems. Market predictions
certainly project rapid growth.

Radio frequency energy emitted by
TV signals, wireless radio networks
and cell phone towers can be
harvested using a power generating
circuit linked to a receiving antenna.
This free flowing energy can be
captured and converted into usable
DC voltage. Commonly, at distances
up to 100 meters, the sensing device
wirelessly sends a radio frequency to
a harvesting device to supply enough
power to control communications.9
“I think wireless power is
the best solution because…
our devices are already built
to transfer information using
electromagnetic waves and
so just adding the capability
to do power through that
same antenna, form factor and
housing is attractive. We are
already using electromagnetic
signals for communications so
if we use it for power as well,
everything can be consistent.10
-Joshua Smith, associate professor
at the University of Washington
and former principal investigator
at Intel Research Seattle

According to Yole Développment, the energy harvesting
module market alone is predicted to be worth $45
million next year, growing to $227 million by 2017 with
the building automation and industrial applications
claiming the largest segment of this market.12
IDTechEx market researchers estimate that the total
market for energy-harvesting devices will rise to $2.6
billion by 2024.13

Available Energy from Energy Harvesting
Sources11
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The Internet of Things Increasingly
Depends on Energy Harvesting
Right now, energy harvesting industrial automation
and the built environment are important industries
contributing to growth in energy harvesting (EH)
powered wireless sensor network applications.
For example, Perpetuum supplies Southeast Railways
with EH powered wireless to monitor the wear of wheel
bearings on 148 trains, harvesting between 10 -15
milliwatts of continuous power while the trains operate.
Furthermore, Perpetuum partners with GE, Emerson and
Honeywell for industrial EH solutions.
Energy harvesting is probably most widely deployed by
the EnOcean Alliance, which is dedicated to providing
automation solutions for sustainable buildings.14
EnOcean technology provides tiny bursts of UHF signal to
operate wireless, battery-free building controls.

“In Japan, the market demand
for energy harvesting wireless
solutions is very high.
Maintenance-free and flexible
products perfectly meet several
requirements of the Japanese
economic and social development.
The fields of application range
from energy efficiency measures in
buildings and industry to assistance
systems for an aging society, more
safety and comfort in homes or
monitoring of precious resources.
In all scenarios, battery less
solutions provide the necessary
data and control intelligence.”15
- Kazuyoshi Itagaki, Sales Manager
Japan, EnOcean GmbH
According to EnOcean, adding EH
into the built environment through
wireless switches and occupancy,
temperature and climatic sensors can
lead to a 15 percent cost savings in new
construction, 70 percent cost savings
in retrofits, and 40 percent energy
savings.16
Schneider Electric started using energy
harvesting technology for wireless
sensors triggered and powered by heat
outages on such things as copper power
busbars.17 Finally, applications to the
smart grid, transportation, our cities,
homes and even our water supplies
means that energy harvesting will be
applied to the very infrastructures that
make our lifestyles possible.

Emerging Energy
Harvesting
Technology for
Wearables
Researchers at the Sungkyunkwan University in
South Korea reported in the journal ACS Nano
that they’ve developed the first durable, flexible
EH cloth to harnesses human movements.
This technology is very promising not only
because it can recharge existing batteries and
supercapacitors, but also because researchers
in China report energy conversion efficiencies
between 50 and 85 percent.
As a result, this new technology will extend
the possibilities of commercial and medical
applications. For example, the researchers note
that it could enable small, lightweight devices
that could function as robotic skin.
The emerging technology behind this energy
harvesting fabric is called “triboelectric
nanogenerators,” or TNGs. TNG fabric uses a
silvery textile coated with nanorods and siliconbased organic material to harvest energy from
everyday motion. By layering four pieces of the
cloth and applying pressure to the textile, the
researchers found that the material immediately
powered light-emitting diodes (LEDs), a liquid
crystal display and a vehicle’s keyless entry
remote and worked for more than 12,000 cycles.18

Complementary Technologies Making
Energy Harvesting Feasible
Platforms
Platforms like the Texas Instruments SimpleLink ultra-low power wireless microcontroller unveiled In February of 2015
require so little power to operate (1microamp in standby mode) that they can be energy harvesting-powered instead
of battery-powered.19
But even if a battery is used,
according to Digikey, ultra low
power sensor networks like these
are capable of transmitting sensor
data across a network for up to a
decade or more from a small battery
recharged from harvested energy.20

Energy Storage (ES)
Because of the tiny amounts of
power EH sources generate and
fluctuations in available ambient
energy at any given moment, storing
harvested energy is an important
complementary technology.
The most popular ES technologies include thin film batteries, capacitors, supercapacitors, lithium ion batteries and
capacitors. Each technology has its benefits to an EH system.
For example, capacitors work great for applications that need instantaneous energy21 and supercapacitors can store
far more energy than conventional capacitors. Batteries work better when an application requires a steady supply of
energy but thin films can support a high number of charge/discharge cycles.22 In fact, driven by the growth in WSN,
the solid state thin film battery market is projected to grow to $1.3 billion by 2021 from just $9 million in 2014.23

Bluetooth Low Energy
Can harvest indoor retail lighting to broadcast BLE beacons25

IEEE 802.15.4
Defines the protocol and
compatible interconnection
for data communication
devices using low-datarate, low power, and
low-complexity shortrange radio frequency (RF)
transmissions in a wireless
personal area network
(WPAN)29

Networking
Technologies
Platforms

6LoWPAN
(IPv6 over Low power Wireless Personal
Area Networks) - Low-power wireless
mesh network where every node has its
own IPv6 address26

ZigBee
Available in a battery-free version
which harvests energy24

Standards

Z-Wave
Wireless home control and
monitoring standard28

ZigBee Alliance
An open, non-profit
association of approximately
400 members driving
development of innovative,
reliable and easy-to-use
ZigBee standards27

EnOcean
First ISO/IEC wireless
standard optimized
for solutions with
ultra-low power
consumption and EH

Thread
AllSeen Alliance
An open, nonprofit
consortium dedicated to
enabling and driving the
widespread adoption of
products, systems and
services that support the
Internet of Everything

An initiative to design
low power mesh
networks to securely
and reliably connect
hundreds of products
around the home

In 2018, global annual revenues, including equipment and services, for WSN markets will reach $102 billion up from
$23 billion in 2013 and will make up the majority of the revenues at this time.
Another interesting development strengthening the convergence of low power WSN and energy harvesting is that the
AllSeen Alliance has recently added the EnOcean Alliance to its membership. EnOcean is a collection of 300 companies
dedicated to sustainable building controls and automation using wireless energy harvesting sensors and technology.
EnOcean manufactures and markets energy harvesting wireless modules for the Internet of Things that use solar,
temperature changes, kinetic energy or other techniques to power wireless sensor networks. These devices might soon
get AllJoyn compatibility as well.30
With complementary technologies in place to reduce the energy burden on a power source, EH is poised to change our
world in some very important ways.

Conclusions
The accelerated growth of the Internet of Things means that almost everything we can image will be connected to the
Internet. However, battery innovation has not kept pace with digital innovation. In fact, battery constraints threaten to
limit growth across the entire Internet of Things landscape. With converging technology innovations around ultra low
power wireless sensor networks, network protocols and standards, EH is becoming a significant part of the Internet of
Things ecosystem for almost every industry imaginable.
No matter which industry you
can name, it all comes down to
manufacturing. Global manufacturing
partners like Jabil build literally
everything in the Internet of Things
ecosystem. From giant hyperscale
servers that will house Internet
of Things communications to the
wearable devices we use to stay
connected and healthy, Jabil builds
them.
We make the smart devices that
harvest energy from the environment
to talk to the cloud through a
dizzying array of sensors.
Jabil’s design engineering teams optimize energy harvesting and wireless sensor network capabilities so that they
exceed our customer’s expectations, putting our design for manufacturing expertise to work to improve quality, speedto-market and of course, customer satisfaction.
So, the next time you interact with your home automation system, you’ll appreciate that a manufacturing partner like
Jabil had lots to do with optimizing its EH and wireless network sensor designs.
The vast, intelligent digital supply chain capabilities
of partners like Jabil means that the Internet of
Things and the energy that powers it can scale
intelligently, securely, rapidly and cost- effectively.
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